


WE DEDICATE THE FLAVIA RANGE TO THE INCREDIBLE TALENT

FOR DISCERNING SCENTS BY PARISIAN PERFUMERS. WE

 BRING A RANGE THAT CAPTUREA THE ELUSIVE AROMAS 

OF THE PAST AND PRESENT. ESPECIALLY FOR YOU.



A woody musky �oral masculine fragrance that begins with the citrus notes of lemon, 

bergamot and the warmth of ginger laced on the hot pepper, basil and violet leaf 

notes. The dry down is a woody scent consisting cedar wood, Tonka beans and 

sandal wood notes. 

A woody  aromatic  masculine scent that starts off with the freshness of lemon, lavender, 

petit grain and pineapple interlaced on a fruity �oral bouquet consisting of rose, apple, 

sage and juniper berry notes mingled with the musky woody base of oak moss, Tonka

 bean, sandalwood and vetiver. 



This modern aromatic spicy scent for men displays the robust notes of cardamom and 

ginger with the spicy dash of peppers. Classic �avors of cinnamon and nutmeg make 

a soulful heart for this manly fragrance.

A perfect mix for the strong, modern woman, Fabio displays an elegant oriental woody 

scent with citrus touches from orange and tangerine, softness of jasmine and orange 

blossom with the strong base of sandalwood and musk.



A classic woody musky scent for men with calming elements from lavender and 

rosemary with robust base notes of sandalwood, musk and cedar.

This elegant fragrance encompasses fruity notes of blackcurrant and mandarin 

oranges with the whiff of �orals from rose and jasmine. Vanilla, praline and 

patchouli give the perfect sweet base for the perfect feminine fragrance.



A refreshing woody scent for men, La Cruz inculcates aquatic 

accords to bring in freshness and a manly woody base of

 amber wood and cedar.

A fresh everyday fragrance for woman, La Cruz is a �oral fruity scent with sharp notes of

 pink pepper, blackcurrant and raspberry interlaced with soft romantic notes of rose, 

peony and water lily ending with a base of vanilla, musk and sandalwood.



De�ning the machismo of the modern man, Martin is a woody spicy

 scent for men with robust notes of ginger, mint and geranium 

with a strong base of vetiver and Tonka beans.

A mesmerizing chypre scent with the beautiful harmony of bergamot,

 pear and peony with the earthy dry down of musk, oak moss and patchouli.



Ampario is a fougère aromatic scent for men with a beautiful blend of fresh, 

herbaceous and warm notes. The freshness is derived from bergamot and 

grapefruit, herbaceous qualities coming from �g leaves and papyrus and 

warmth from the notes of incense and saffron.

For the romantic woman, this �oral fruity scent embellishes itself with the 

soft notes of bergamot and peach interlaced with the beautiful cashmere 

and white musk.



Platinum is a clean manly fragrance with woody aquatic 

notes characterized by grapefruit, bergamot and violet 

leaves. Robust, strong base notes of amber wood and 

oak moss harmonize the scent.

Rouge de�nes the con�dent woman. Revealing �oral notes of ylang-ylang 

and lily intertwined with the crisp fruity notes of bergamot and pear, this

 fragrance is the perfect match for the woman on the move.



A refreshing woody aromatic masculine scent with citrus touches

of bergamot and lemon with spiciness from the cardamom and 

rosemary with a deep woody base of sandalwood and amber

A �oriental woody scent for women with �oral notes from jasmine and 

heliotrope and an accompanying oriental touch for the base of 

amber and musk.



A fresh Masculine scent which opens with grapefruit, 

sage and cardamom easing into a heart of violet

 leaves, cinnamon and lavender with a woody base.

A fruity �oral scent with a fresh burst of citrus. Very feminine with 

a heart of apple, peony, praline, honey suckle and jasmine.



A fresh Masculine scent which opens with grapefruit, sage and 

cardamom easing into a heart of violet leaves, cinnamon 

and lavender with a woody base.

A romantic soft fragrance which opens with the citrus notes of Mandarin,

 Bergamot and Orange interlacing with the �oral Jasmine, Tuberose 

and Heliotrope with a warm base of Vanilla and Cashmeran.



An aromatic woody scent with the fruity touch of apples. The 

calming qualities of lavender and sage add to the masculine 

woody accords and amber notes.

A �oral fruity scent with neroli, bergamot, mandarin, mango and grapefruit 

interlaced with a heart of violet leaf, and orange blossom.

 The base composes of musk, cedar, amber sandalwood.



The fragrance for the modern man, Enzo opens with Iris, Verbana 

and Lemon. The heart is spicy with a touch of lavender eventually

 drying down to the crisp sandalwood and ambergris.

A sophisticated womanly fragrance with a top of Neroli, Bitters and 

Jasmine intertwined with the �oral bouquet of Gardenia, Rose and 

Tuberose and a sweet base of Patchoili, Amber and Honey.



A deep macho fragrance beginning with warm Cinnamon, Cardamom mixed 

with notes of Lemon interwoven on a heart of Rose, Myrrh and Oudh and 

�nishing off with the uni�ed accords of Patchouli, White Musk and Amber.

A sweet tangy fragrance for women that start off with the popping fragrance 

of Strawberry, Raspberry, Mandarin and Black Currant mixed beautifully 

together on a heavily loaded �oral heart of Jasmine, Lily 

of the Valley and Orange Blossom layered on a fuse 

of Patchouli, Praline, Musk, and Tonka Beans.



An intensive aromatic spicy masculine scent with the citrus of lemon,

 bergamot and pine apple with touches of iris leading to a heart

 with spicy accords coupled with lavender and violet.  

Base composes of sandalwood, ambergris, 

patchouli and vanilla.

A fruity oriental scent with the citrus twang of lemon and orange 

accompanied by the sweet notes of pear, rose and strawberry,

 amalgamating in the base of patchouli and vanilla.



An intense masculine fragrance with intoxicating blend of Orange Blossom, Lemon,

 Bergamot and Cardamom on a lush green orchard of Coriander, Lavender,

 Geranium, Rosemary, Nutmeg layered sensuously  on

 a base of Litchi, Tonka beans and Vetiver.

A rich fruity blend of Orange Blossom, Freesia and Peach laced on 

the �oral core of Jasmine, Rose, Magnolia. The dry down

 is a Ambery Musky scent mixed with soft Vanilla



A captivating macho fragrance with a mix of Lemon, Grapefruit, bergamot

and Pink Pepper blended perfectly with Ginger, Nutmeg and Mint at the 

heart and woven on a base of Vetiver, Cedar, Sandalwood and Patchouli.

A magnetic �oral fruity fragrance for women starting off with the citrus 

notes of Orange, Bergamot and Peach,  interlaced with a dash of Jasmine,

 Geranium and Rose and bedded on a musky base of Patchouli and Vetiver.



A citrus-aromatic scent with fresh notes of bergamot, pepper leading 

to an aromatic heart with lavender, sage and patchouli 

on a base of vetiver, muck and woody accords.

A classic �oral fruity fragrance with mandarin, orange and magnolia leading

 to a �oral heart of carnation, tuberose, rose, ylang-ylang and lily of the

 valley. Base composes of patchouli, vanilla, blackberry and musk.






